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Introduction 48
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has become a global health epidemic affecting an estimated 69 49 million people annually (1). While the bulk of TBI cases are mild, they often lead to significant 8 1.5x1.5 µm 2 pixel resolution. CBF velocity in penetrating vessels was performed by scanning a 157 1000x1000 µm 2 ROI with a 2.5x2.5 µm 2 pixel resolution, using a phase resolved Doppler OCT 158 (prDOCT) which measures the axial blood flow velocity down to capillary level (38) using dynamic 159 light scattering OCT (39), scanning a 1000x1000 µm 2 ROI with a 2.5x2.5 µm 2 pixel resolution. 160 Vessel diameter was quantified using ARIA algorithms in MATLAB (40) applied to 161 angiograms thresholded in ImageJ. A subset of vessels ranging from ~8-60 µm in diameter were 162 measured at all time points, and normalized to their pre-injury size. In Figure 2 D-E and G-H, injury 163 effects were calculated using the average of 5 min and 1 hr time points when changes were 164 maximal). CBF in penetrating vessels was analyzed with custom MATLAB routines 165 (https://github.com/BUNPC/stallingRBCs_OCT) based on manual selection of vessel cross-166 sections visible at every time point, including thresholding that ensured that results were not 167 biased by ROI size. In 3 TBI animals 72-hour and 1-week time points were not acquired due to 168 hardware errors. The number and duration of capillary stalls were manually identified from 169 angiogram images using custom MATLAB code. Temporarily stalled segments were defined as 170 those alternating between present and absent (i.e., loss of flow signal in >50% of their length) in 171 each ~8.5 minute angiogram time series following previously established protocols (41, 42) . 172 Continuously stalled segments were missing during one or more entire time series but 173 reappeared at a later time point. 174 175 2-photon imaging 176 Structural stability of the vascular tree was examined using retro-orbital injections of FITC-177 dextran (50 µl, 5% weight/volume in PBS, Sigma Aldrich) and imaging on a 2-photon microscope 9 (Ultima Investigator, Bruker, Middleton, WI) incorporating a Ti:Sapphire laser (920 nm, Mai Tai 179 DeepSee, SpectraPhysics, Santa Clara, CA) and a 20x objective (Mitutoyo Plan Apochromat, 0.42 180 NA). Z-stacks of the vasculature were acquired before and after both sham and TBI treatments 181 (~330 µm depth, 3 µm steps). Z-stacks were visualized in ImageJ for manually identifying the 182 same capillary segments observed in OCT images. Subsets of z-stacks containing capillary beds 183 were registered using custom Matlab routines and overlapped images were made in ImageJ. 196 197 Although vascular involvement in TBI is well documented, little is known about how injury 198 responses unfold during the first few hours after trauma. The microvasculature, which is 199 responsible for the bulk of neuronal energy supply (24, 25) is particularly understudied. To 200 10 address how CBF is affected by the mild, closed-skull forms of injury most common in human TBI, 201 we used chronic cranial imaging windows to make longitudinal in vivo measurements of the 202 cortical microcirculation, starting within minutes after injury and continuing for up to 3 weeks.
Results

203
Our data reveal striking, rapid-onset deficits in capillary flow that are likely to generate 204 substantial metabolic stress in neuronal tissue, offering a promising target for therapeutic 205 interventions targeting pathophysiology during early phases of TBI.
207
Mild injury causes rapid, pronounced decreases in CBF 208 We first characterized the time course of injury responses by monitoring CBF throughout 209 our 3 mm cortical window with widefield imaging of laser speckle contrast. This approach 210 provides a spatially and temporally precise index of local blood flow averaged across cortical 211 layers based on light scattering from moving red blood cells (29). We acquired an extended image 212 series beginning 20 minutes prior to injury and continuing every ~1.5 seconds for approximately 213 3.5 hrs.
214
Mild TBI caused an immediate and dramatic decrease in CBF that was apparent as soon 215 as measurements could be resumed at ~3-5 minutes after injury ( Fig 1A) . Using the spatial 216 resolution of speckle imaging, we first asked whether CBF was uniformly disrupted throughout 217 the imaging area, consistent with a diffuse mild injury, or alternatively showed any heterogeneity 218 based on local tissue properties. We quantified flow changes for three ROIs chosen to sample 219 widely throughout the imaging window in each animal, centered away from large vessels that 220 can introduce measurement errors. All regions showed virtually identical decreases, indicating 221 that injury causes global reductions in flow across relatively large cortical areas ( Fig 1B) . 222 
11
To assess the magnitude and timing of CBF changes, we next averaged all ROIs to obtain 223 a single index of flow in each animal, and averaged across all animals in each group. CBF was 224 already substantially decreased as soon as imaging was resumed at 3-5 minutes post-TBI, and 225 ultimately dropped to <40% of pre-injury levels. Flow levels remained depressed by more than 226 half for over an hour before gradually recovering at approximately 1.5-2 hours (Fig. 1C ).
227
Quantifying CBF at discrete time points showed a highly significant reduction in TBI relative to 228 sham animals (2-way mixed ANOVA; p < 0.0005 at 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes; F(1) = 109.6, 430.6, 229 77.5, and 86.1 respectively; at 120 min: F(1) = 5.56, p = 0.046). In contrast, flow in sham animals 230 remained stable on average (mean across all time points = 104 ± 2% of baseline, one-way 231 repeated measures ANOVA, p = 0.52), and even increased slightly between ~1-2 hours, perhaps 232 reflecting anesthetic effects. Together, speckle imaging revealed a dramatic and widespread 233 decrease in cortical blood supply lasting for over an hour after TBI, suggesting that even mild 234 injury subjects neural tissue to extended metabolic stress through reduced oxygen delivery. we utilized OCT, a label-free imaging approach that provides detailed information about the 3-258 13 dimensional distribution of flow based on phase shifts in reflected infrared light caused by red 259 blood cell motion. To specifically quantify how TBI affects flow in the penetrating vessels 260 supplying the cortical capillary network, we turned to phase-resolved Doppler OCT, which 261 measures absolute axial flow velocity in vertically oriented arterioles and venules ( Fig. 2A,B ; 262 differentiated based on flow direction). 263 We characterized velocity in ~25 penetrating vessels in each imaging area, and summed (1) = 16.2, p = 0.002; venule flow at 1 hour = 13.1 ± 1.5 and 6.4 ± 1.0 nL/s; F(1) = 14.8, p = 0.002).
272
Flow in both vessel types returned to baseline at 2 hours and remained within a normal range 273 out to 3 weeks. Finally, we tested effects on net flow by combining flow measurements from 274 both arterioles and venules, which showed a similar reduction during the hour after injury ( Fig.   275 2G,H; summed flow for sham and TBI at 20 minutes = 21.8 ± 3.0 and 6.0 ± 1.8 nL/s; 2-way mixed 276 ANOVA, F(1) = 18.494, p = 0.001; at 1 hour = 22.5 ± 3.3 and 12.3 ± 2.2 nL/s; F(1) = 6.422, p = 277 0.026). Overall, quantitative velocity measurements with phase-resolved Doppler OCT showed 278 strong reductions in the penetrating vessel flow supplying the capillary network that lasted for a 279 period of 1-2 hours. (41, 42). These 'stalls' were infrequent prior to injury, but increased dramatically in both number 314 and duration after mild TBI. In many vessels, we were unable to detect flow at any point in the 315 8.5 min imaging series, so that they were entirely absent from the time-averaged images at 10 316 minutes ( Fig. 3B,C) . In total we tracked 1189 capillary segments in 7 mice over the course of 3 To quantify deficits in capillary dynamics over the full range of post-injury time points, we 321 used several measures. Stall incidence, the percentage of segments showing ³1 stall at any point, 322 increased from 14% before injury to 72% at 10 minutes and 40% at 1 hour ( Fig E; p < 0.0001, 323 repeated measures ANOVA, F(9) = 26.1). In contrast, incidence in sham animals remained low 324 (incidence for sham and TBI at 10 min = 12.8 ± 2.7% and 72.3 ± 5.6%; 2-way mixed ANOVA, F(1) 325 = 92.9, p < 0.0005; incidence at 1 hr = 13.4% ± 4.5 and 40.4% ± 5.0; F(1) = 16.155, p = 0.002).
326
Cumulative duration, the total time any stalled segment remained blocked during the 8.5 min 327 acquisition period, rose from 13% to 59% and 32%, corresponding to 301 sec and 163 sec of 328 stoppage time on average (duration for sham and TBI at 10 min = 11.7 ± 1.6% and 59.2 ± 3.2%, 329 2-way mixed ANOVA, F(1) = 178.2, p < 0.0005; duration at 1 hr = 11.1 ± 2.0% and 32.4 ± 7.4%, 330 F(1) = 7.698, p = 0.017). Finally, point prevalence, which reflects the average fraction of segments 331 stalled at any point in time, increased dramatically from 2% to 44% and 15% (prevalence for sham 332 and TBI at 10 min = 1.6 % ± 0.4% and 43.7 ± 5.6%, 2-way mixed ANOVA, F(1) = 57.3, p < 0.0005; 333 prevalence at 1 hr = 1.9 ± 0.9% and 15.3 ± 5.7% for sham and TBI, respectively; 2-way mixed 334 ANOVA, F(1) = 5.506, p = 0.037)). The sham group showed no significant changes in incidence, 335 duration, or prevalence. Increases in stalling persisted for over an hour after TBI, but largely 336 recovered by 2-3 hours and remained stable for the ensuing 3 weeks, indicating that effects on 337 the capillary network had a transient time course similar to our other measurements. Together, 338 these data expose a massive decrease perfusion across the cortical microvasculature that is likely 339 to generate extensive, long-lasting interruptions in energy supply to neighboring neurons. 
374
Here we characterized changes in vessel size using repeated OCT-based functional 375 angiograms to track the diameter of identified vessels over a wide range of time points beginning 376 minutes before TBI and continuing for 3 weeks post-injury ( Fig. 4 A,B ). We quantified all vessels 377 in the imaging field that could be repeatedly identified over sessions, spanning a wide range of 378 vessel widths ranging from 8 -60 µm. Vessels smaller than 8 µm were difficult to quantify and 379 excluded, so that our analysis largely omits capillaries.
380
Interestingly, TBI had non-uniform effects on vessel diameter, which remained stable in 381 sham animals, but showed a mix of both dilation and constriction during the hour after injury, 382 with constriction predominating (Fig. 4B,C) . Pooling data across animals, we found that injury 383 19 significantly reduced mean vessel diameter at both 5 minutes and 1 hour, which we note 384 underestimates the magnitude of injury effects at it reflects partial cancellation of constriction 385 and dilation within each animal (Fig. 4C,D; normalized diameter for sham and TBI at 5 minutes = 386 0.99 ± 0.02 and 0.70 ± 0.04; 2-way mixed ANOVA, F(1) = 7.10, p = 0.022; diameter at 1 hour = 387 0.98 ± 0.03 and 0.83 ± 0.05; F(1) = 6.42, p = 0.026). Diameter returned to baseline levels by 2 388 hours and remained largely stable up to three weeks, paralleling the time course seen with 389 speckle imaging. These findings further suggest that vascular disruptions due to mild TBI occur 390 largely during immediate post-injury phases.
391
Changes in vascular tone were heterogeneous, biased towards constriction but also 392 including strong dilation (Fig. 4E ). This diversity could arise either from variability in injury itself, 393 or from inherent differences in how different vascular elements respond to trauma. While 394 arteries are actively regulated by smooth muscle (51), veins typically respond passively to 395 changes in blood pressure (52). To test for differential injury responses, we identified arterioles 396 and venules based on flow direction in parallel dynamic light scattering OCT data (39). In the vast 397 majority of cases, both vessel types showed clear constriction relative to sham treatments (Fig. 398 3F: normalized diameter of arteries, veins, and unidentified vessels = 0.70 ± 0.03, 0.84 ± 0.02, 399 and 0.98 ± 0.03, respectively; F(5) = 22.5, p = 2.05e-20, n = 52 and 45 arteries and n = 104 and 87 400 veins for sham and TBI respectively). Effects were stronger in arteries than veins, consistent with 401 their more robust contractile machinery, and both vessel types had more constriction than their 402 sham counterparts (one-way ANOVA; F(232) = 20.2, p = 8.51e-9). Dilation was largely seen in 403 horizontally oriented vessels where flow direction was not readily categorized. Injury has no detectable effects on microvascular anatomy 439 Disorders such as Alzheimer's disease and stroke (54) can lead to structural remodeling 440 of the vascular tree that chronically impairs neuronal blood supply (54). Prolonged capillary 441 blockages occur even in healthy tissue, and are linked to subsequent pruning of the stalled 442 segments (41, 42), raising the possibility that the extended stalls we observed could drive similar 443 remodeling of the cortical vasculature.
444
To test for structural rearrangement, we performed repeated 2-photon imaging of 445 microvascular anatomy labeled with FITC-dextran (55), comparing matched pairs of imaging 446 volumes acquired before and after injury. We first evaluated pruning based solely using the 2-447 photon dataset, using 3-D image registration to align the pre-and post-injury volumes followed 448 by visual comparison of identified individual segments in the overlaid images (Fig 5A,B) . Using 449 this approach, we were unable to detect any evidence of pruning or reorganization at two weeks 450 after mild TBI, with all segments examined being present at both time points.
451
To further test whether injury may lead to selective removal of a subset of segments with 452 high levels of stalling, which may have been missed by our initial analysis, we correlated our 2-453 photon data with OCT-based stall measurements for a large set of the same capillary segments 454 (matching OCT data available for an average of 58% of segments, or 99 ± 19 per animal in 5 mice). 455 We classified each of the OCT-matched segments as unaffected, partially stalled, or persistently 456 stalled based on OCT data at the 10-minute time point, and then marked each as present or 457 absent using 2-photon data at the 2-week time point. Again, 100% of the segments we analyzed 458 remained intact, irrespective of the degree of stalling they displayed after injury. Overall, we find 459 that the effects of mild injury are confined to functional flow changes rather than long-term 460 23 changes in microvascular organization. Together with the near-complete flow recovery we saw 461 by 3 hours, our data imply that any lasting effects of vascular dysfunction arise at the time of 462 injury, rather than from ongoing changes in the microcirculation. Furthermore, human data are typically only available several hours after injury. While some 503 animal studies have detected early changes in CBF between 1 hour to 3 days after TBI (18, 19, 21, 504 59), the full time course of deficits is poorly characterized, and will be important for defining 505 windows for treatment.
506
Laser speckle contrast imaging allowed us to continuously track flow levels on the 507 timescale of seconds, mapping the full envelope of early CBF disruptions. The onset of deficits 508 occurred within the first minutes or even seconds of trauma, suggesting that rapid interventions 509 may offer potential benefits. CBF continued to decline to levels that were unexpectedly low for 510 our mild injury paradigm, with speckle imaging values falling to ~40% of pre-injury baseline, and 511 OCT-based flow measurements in penetrating vessels reduced to 27% of control. Other mild TBI 512 work has typically found smaller decreases on the order of 60 -70% of control levels (20, 21, 59, 513 60). However, most of these studies measured CBF at 4 hours or later (20, 21, 60) and thus may 514 have missed larger initial reductions. While the decreases we found were more severe, they were 515 shorter in duration than seen previously, perhaps due to the relatively long distance between our 516 injury and imaging sites. Injury effects may be even stronger or longer-lasting closer to the site 517 of impact (19) . Although briefer, the marked flow reductions we found still lasted well over an 518 hour, making them likely to generate high levels of metabolic stress and physiological 519 dysfunction. Overall, our results suggest that the first 1-2 hours after mild TBI is a key window for 520 vascular effects, a time range that has not been well characterized in mild injury. However, the widespread and prolonged stoppages caused by injury may substantially increase 533 this distance and create localized pockets of metabolic starvation.
534
In stroke, occlusion of even a single penetrating arteriole leads to highly localized loss of 535 neuronal function, spreading depolarization, and eventual cell death on scales of ~100 µm (26, 536 27). Although the neural consequences of finer-scale blockages are unclear, they may be 537 substantial given the 18% of continuously occluded vessels seen 10 minutes after mild TBI. We 538 also found segments that were stalled across multiple time points, suggesting they may have 539 been occluded for 2 hours or more. Additionally, widespread stalls may also prevent the flow 540 redistribution that is normally able to accommodate small focal occlusions (27, 68) . Together, our 541 findings suggest that it will be important to consider localized effects when evaluating injury 542 severity. 543 27 544 Metabolic stress and cellular pathology 545 A key goal in mild TBI is to identify the biological stressors occurring at the time of injury 546 that ultimately lead to chronic neuropathological changes. Even mild injury can lead to 547 substantial cellular damage and degeneration, especially for repetitive injuries linked to chronic 548 traumatic encephalopathy (8, 69) and Alzheimer's disease (70, 71) . Metabolic stress due to loss 549 of CBF is a prime candidate for triggering cellular pathology. Continuously intact microcirculation 550 is required to meet the high energetic demands of neuronal tissue, and cellular health declines 551 rapidly after CBF is disrupted. In stroke, multiple forms of pathophysiology emerge within 5 552 minutes of diminished perfusion, including ionic imbalance, structural degradation of the 553 cytoskeleton and mitochondria, and failure of synaptic transmission (72-74). Similar cellular 554 effects are often found in TBI (75, 76), likely due in part from energetic stress from loss of CBF.
555
Neuronal dysfunction and cell death correlate with the degree and duration of CBF loss in 556 ischemia and severe TBI (11, 77). For example, EEG rhythms slow when flow drops to ~50%, with 557 further decreases causing loss of consciousness, followed by disrupted ionic homeostasis, 558 generation of reactive oxygen species by anaerobic metabolism, and eventually permanent 559 neuronal damage (11). Accordingly, extended periods of CBF loss leads to more severe outcomes 560 in human injury (78-81).
561
Energetic stress may trigger diverse biochemical cascades that continue to cause cellular 562 damage even after flow is restored (7, 76, 82) . This includes loss of ionic homeostasis leading to 563 mitochondrial dysfunction (74) and cortical spreading depolarization (83-85). Spreading 564 depolarization increases intracellular calcium, further stressing mitochondria and limiting their 565 28 ability to generate ATP, buffer intracellular calcium, and negate reactive oxygen species (74), 566 forming a feed-forward loop that worsens oxidative stress. Mitochondrial function can be 567 disturbed for up to a week after TBI (74), leading to accumulation of reactive oxygen species and 568 tau hyperphosphorylation (70, 71).
569
Overall, decreased CBF is unlikely to fully account for all injury-induced deficits. TBI causes 570 a complex suite of effects, including diffuse axonal injury that degrades both cellular health and 571 neural connectivity (7, 86). However, our findings point to a major role for vascular dysfunction 572 in even mild forms of injury, which has the potential to amplify the mechanical damage arising 573 from initial impact. The primary causes of reduced CBF are unclear. One possibility suggested by our data is 577 pathological constriction of blood vessels, which under normal conditions use smooth muscle to 578 actively regulate their size in response to changes in arterial pressure or metabolic demand (51, 579 87). TBI caused pronounced reductions of 50% or more in the diameter of both arteries and veins, 580 well below the typical physiological decreases of ~10% (88), and resembling the vasospasm 581 appearing 1-2 days after subarachnoid hemorrhage (89, 90).
582
Constriction could result from several factors. TBI may act directly on the vascular system 583 itself, disturbing the autoregulatory machinery that normally adapts vessel size to arterial 584 pressure (91-94). In this case, constriction could reflect stretch-induced contractile responses in 585 smooth muscle due to pressure spikes during injury (95, 96), or alternatively hyper-compensation 586 for the later TBI-induced pressure increases seen in fluid percussion models in rats (64, 96) . In 587 29 human TBI, however, both increases and decreases in arterial pressure have been found (97).
588
Alternatively, vessels could be directly compressed by increased intracranial pressure from fast-589 acting anoxic edema (98).
590
Finally, extreme constriction could be due to abnormal recruitment of the neurovascular 591 signaling pathways that couple flow levels to local neural activity (31, 99) . Pathological bursting, 592 excitotoxicity, or spreading depolarization at the time of trauma may drive abnormal recruitment 593 of constriction (100-102), and there is evidence of this phenomenon in severe human injury 594 (103). Interestingly, constriction due to spreading depolarization has also been seen to coincide 595 with capillary stalling (101, 102) 596 CBF decreases may also arise at the level of capillaries, whose tight size tolerances may 597 make them particularly sensitive to occlusion during periods of reduced supply from upstream 598 vessels. Capillary stalls occur at low levels even under normal conditions (41, 42) , and may be 599 increased by pathological constriction of their surrounding pericytes as seen in stroke and 600 hypoxia (104-106). Inflammatory responses to injury may also increase the 'stickiness' of capillary 601 walls, leading to leukocyte and platelet adhesion (17, 47, 107, 108) . Blocking inflammatory 602 neutrophil adhesion alleviated both capillary stalls and cognitive dysfunction in a mouse model 603 of Alzheimer's (109). While it is unclear whether inflammation is rapid enough to account for 604 capillary stalling at 10 minutes, it could easily contribute to later reductions. Capillary disruptions 605 could also contribute to constriction in larger upstream vessels, which may be a normal 606 physiological response that balances stall-dependent increases in intraluminal pressure, or slows 607 blood flow in order to increase oxygen extraction (110). 608 30 It will be important for future work to address the biological sources of impaired CBF.
609
Both smooth muscle and pericyte activity can be visualized in vivo (111), allowing testing of the 610 role of active contractile processes, or of capillaries vs. penetrating vessels. While technically 611 challenging, CBF measurements could also be combined with imaging of neural activity (112) or 612 local tissue oxygenation (113), which would provide further insight into the metabolic 613 consequences of long-lasting capillary stalls.
614
Together, our data show that even mild TBI dramatically reduces cerebral blood flow to 615 levels that may subject neuronal tissue to extended metabolic stress, suggesting that the vascular 616 system offers a promising target for mitigating the effects of injury. Flow may be at least partially 617 restored by countering vasoconstriction with vasodilators (89), or by antibody treatments that 618 reduce leukocyte adhesion (109). After recovery of flow, secondary treatments focusing on 619 neuronal pathophysiology, inflammatory responses, and potential reperfusion injury may be 620 more effective, as deployed in stroke (114). While corresponding measurements of CBF in mild 621 human injury will be critical, our data identify immediate post-injury periods as a key window for 622 countering the cellular consequences of metabolic stress. 
